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Commodity outlook
Grains & Oilseeds

We lift our CBOT wheat forecast by 4% MOM across the 12-month forecast period, in the face of feed wheat being
substituted for now higher-priced corn, in the US and globally.

Dairy

RaboResearch has lifted its full-year forecast milk price for Southern Australia to AUD 6.60/kgMS.

Beef

Prices stable as producers wait out winter.

Sheepmeat

Rabobank expects new record prices to plateau as plants undertake maintenance.

Sugar

Rabobank forecasts a deeper global deficit in 2019/20, just as the domestic harvest season kicks off.

Cotton

Softer prices are felt in June amid mounting global supplies – early 2019/20 forecasts make difficult reading.

Wool

Trade uncertainty, geopolitical instability and a weakening global economy are all contributing to a fall in prices.

Wine

Rabobank expects competition in the US wine market to continue in the premium segment. Increased value per
litre is on offer but is not easily attained.

Horticulture

Rabobank expects that global drivers for fresh fruit, vegetable and tree nut consumption are expected to continue
to underpin Australia’s sector growth.

Consumer

Economic conditions remain challenging for consumers.

Fertiliser

Rabobank expects global urea prices to remain stable over the next three months.

FX

We look for the AUD to hit USc 66 by May 2020.

Oil

Rabobank expects that Brent crude prices will bounce back quickly to near USD 75/bbl during the third quarter.

Rain lashed south and west, missed the east
Healthy rainfall reached a majority of the nation’s south and west
during June. Multiple cold fronts dumped more than 100mm in parts of
the WA wheat belt. After only 29 mm from Aug 31 2018 to May 31 2019,
Geraldton recorded 121mm for the month. Rainfall lashed southern
Australia too. A majority of south Australia and Victoria received above
average rainfall for the month.

Relative Root Zone Soil Moisture, June 2019

Inline with the last 18 months, a majority of NSW and southern
Queensland missed major falls. At the drought extremities, only 10.4mm
and 11.6mm arrived at Dubbo and Moree, respectively, during June.
It was a very cold month for WA, minimum temperatures were very
much below average. Average to above average mean temperatures in
southern and eastern states supported pasture and crop growth.
Source: BOM, 2019
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No rainfall support ahead from major
climate drivers
Three-month outlook, July-Sept 2019

The latest forecast from the Bureau of Meteorology (BOM) for the major
climate drivers is unfavourable for rainfall for the next six months.
The BOM’s forecast for a positive Indian ocean dipole (IOD) is likely to bring
drier than average rainfall across southern and central Australia this winter
and spring. Ocean temperatures in the eastern Indian ocean have cooled, and
warmer water has moved west, indicative of a positive IOD pattern.
During June, BOM shifted the ENSO outlook from ‘El Niño watch’ to ‘inactive’.
An El Niño event may still be a possibility during late 2019. Neutral conditions
What to watch
throughout winter and spring will favour neither wetter nor drier conditions.
XXX| XXX for a majority of Australia, BOM has forecast that the three
Subsequently,
months ahead will be drier than average.

Source: BOM 2019

El Niño–Southern Oscillation (ENSO) & Indian Ocean Dipole (IOD) Outlook

Source: BOM, 2019

Source: BOM, 2019

Wheat strength on corn plant struggles
Ongoing rain during June, on the back of the second wettest May on record, for large swathes of the US
corn belt, has delivered what we now forecast to be sustained upside for global wheat prices. However,
additional grain production outside of the US will keep upside in check.
Rabobank estimates that the relentless US rain over the past eight weeks has prevented planting of 7.5m US
corn acres, to deliver the smallest planted area in a decade. The impact of delayed planting and ongoing
rain has also put yield prospects under pressure and the current USDA estimate is that only 56% of the crop
is in good or excellent condition – a six-year low. Lower area and lower yield concerns have moved CBOT
corn to a range rarely touched in five years.
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Grains &
Oilseeds

CBOT wheat gained another 7% in June, as the prospect of substituting feed wheat for higher priced corn,
in the US and globally, gains momentum. We have lifted our forecast for CBOT wheat prices and now
expect it to trade towards USc 540/bu in 2020, up 4% on last months forecast across the 12-month outlook.
Outside of the US, additional YOY grain production, including 17m tonnes of corn, 50m tonnes of wheat
and 12m tonnes of barley, offsets the prospect of further significant wheat price rallies.
By early June, Australian APW export values had taken cues from global values, added some AUD
depreciation and topped it off with a nervous wait for a break in the WA season, to recover from the decile 2
values found in mid-May. During the balance of June, wheat and barley prices across the country mostly
stayed higher and traded sideways as the market tries to get a handle on 2020/19 harvest prospects.
We forecast winter crop hectares to be up 1% YOY, but still over 12% below average. With low incoming
moisture in most areas and less-than-favourable rainfall forecasts across the east coast and South Australia,
we expect that wheat production will be again below 20m tonnes in 2019/20. This outlook supports east
coast basis continuing above average (See: Still Off Track 2019/20 Winter Crop Outlook), though improved
prospects for southern NSW, Victoria, CQ and now Western Australia after a generous late break, will keep
basis off 2018 highs.
On this basis outlook, global wheat price gains and AUD at USD 0.67, our current forecast is for APW to trade
between AUD 300/tonne (FOB, ADL) and AUD 420/tonne (FOB, BNE) in Q4 this year.

What to Watch
•

•

Corn crop prospects – Achieving average US corn yields this year will be a challenge. However, under
similarly poor crop conditions for this stage of the season in 2017, the crop recovered to produce a
record 177bu/acre. Volatility in corn markets will feature while yield prospects become apparent, and
this will deliver volatility to wheat markets and a softening, if corn yields go north.
Fall army worm invasion of Chinese corn crops – the invasion is reportedly in 300,000ha, or less than
1% of the Chinese corn crop. However, if the pest is not contained, it will be fast moving, and with
Chinese corn stocks on the slide, we will be talking worms in coming months.

Corn strife drags oilseeds higher too
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Canola prices have gained with US soybeans, but
edible market is still burdened
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CBOT corn gains has pulled soybeans as well as
wheat higher

A drop in supply likely in 2019/20
Broad-based weakness was evident across the dairy complex in June. In the month of June, all
Oceania dairy commodity price fell. The biggest falls were for the fat product. The weakness in the
dairy commodity market was not unsurprising. Large importers have accumulated short-term
inventory cover following an aggressive period of buying activity. At the same time, the Northern
Hemisphere milk production season, while underwhelming, has now peaked. While the global
fundamentals are supportive of elevated commodity prices, Rabobank is suggesting that the peak in
the cycle has now passed.
A double-digit fall in Australian milk production in May. Australian milk production fell a further
13.6% in May. This brings year-to-date milk production to 7.8bn litres – a fall of 7.7% or 669m litres.
There were falls in milk production across all states. With one month to go in the season, Rabobank is
expecting milk production to finish 2019/20 down 8%. At this early stage, Rabobank is forecasting a
further 2% fall in the 2019/20 season. While margins for dairy farmers look better in 2019/20, it will be
a slow rebuild in the dairy herd.

Michael Harvey
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There has been a flurry of milk price adjustments and announcements ahead of the new season. All
dairy companies have now announced milk process for the new season. Even before the new season
had begun, some dairy companies had lifted announced milk prices in response to competitor
activity. Opening prices are at record highs, which will be supportive of cashflow at the start of the
season.
Rabobank has lifted its forecast full-year southern export milk price. Based on current global
commodity price forecast, Rabobank models a price of AUD 6.60/kgMS. Official milk price indicators in
the market for 2019/20 are above this price, and this can largely be attributable to the competitive
landscape among dairy companies for milk supply.

What to watch

Dairy

•

A close eye on water markets in the southern Murray Darling Basin. Opening allocations for
the new season have been announced. Not surprisingly, opening allocations are low across the
major systems. Under a dry outlook with low inflows, allocations will remain low throughout the
irrigation season leading to another year of water risk for dairy farm operators.

Milk supply tap to slowly turn on in 2H 2019
Global dairy prices, 2014-2019

Production growth key exporting regions
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Prices waiting in anticipation
Prices for most classes of cattle were relatively steady through June, as producers wait out winter
for the indication of a favourable spring. The EYCI traded between AUD 4.74/kg cwt and AUD
4.92/kg cwt for the month of June. With the limited supplies, heavy steers again remained firm
with a slight rise through the month. National saleyard prices for heavy steers show some of the
largest price spreads between heavy and restocker cattle in over ten years with heavy steers
trading at AUD 2.94/kg lwt compared to restockers at AUD 2.65/kg lwt. Even cow prices have held
firm through June, an indication that supplies are low. With evidence of cattle supplies running
very short, we expect cattle prices to remain firm through July. However, with the Bureau
forecasting many areas of Queensland and NSW to receive below average rainfall for the next
three months, large upside movements seem unlikely.
Meat and Livestock weekly slaughter reports indicate slaughter numbers tracking slightly higher
than 2018 volumes. The weekly slaughter for the eastern states was 154,528 for the week finished
21 June. Cattle volumes at saleyards are also slightly higher than 2018 numbers. While firmer
prices suggest that supplies are becoming limited, slaughter and saleyard numbers indicate that,
at this stage, cattle are still available and supply has not contracted yet.
Angus Gidley-Baird
Senior Analyst
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May beef exports (105,489 tonnes swt) were down 3% YOY, and it was the first month of 2019
where volumes were lower than 2018. Total volumes for the year-to-date in May are up 8%.
Volumes to China remain very strong, up 61% for the year-to-date. Live cattle exports are up 22%
for the year-to-date in May with good volumes to Vietnam (up 12%) and Indonesia (up 32%). We
expect the increased volumes are driven by dry local conditions forcing additional sales, and that
numbers will contract later in the year.

What to watch

Beef

•

US import prices – strong competition in the global market with demand from China,
together with the limited supplies and a softer Australian dollar through mid June have seen
Australian lean trimmings prices to the US rise to their highest levels in four years. A lift in
prices at this time of year is normal but the quantum of the rise reflects US buyers wanting to
secure product in a more competitive market. Such prices will support cow prices through the
abattoirs.

Prices firm with limited cattle and strong
export markets
EYCI firm on account of limited numbers and
lower activity through winter

Australian lean trimmings export prices to US hit
highest levels in four years
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Prices setting new records again
Lamb prices are now trading in rarefied air, having broken through all previous records. The ESTLI
broke through the AUD 9/kg cwt mark in late June, to reach its highest price ever. Prices for most
sheep classes rose through June although mutton and restocker/feeder lamb prices in the saleyards
fell through the month. While traditionally June and July are the peak months for prices, 2018 saw
the peak delayed until late August. With reports of low scanning and low lambing in areas that
continue to be affected by dry seasons, reduced ‘new season’ lamb numbers will be inevitable. With
these lower lamb numbers and strong export markets we expect prices to remain strong for the
coming month, potentially pushing higher before the new season lambs arrive.
Meat and Livestock weekly slaughter numbers show lamb slaughter for the first three weeks of June
fell well below (16%) the same period last year to the lowest level in over five years. Sheep slaughter,
although dropping, is still in line with the five year average (down 3%). Saleyard throughput of sheep
and lambs remains similar to 2018 volumes. Slaughter numbers are expected to drop further with
some abattoirs announcing slowdowns at plants as part of regular maintenance but it also reflects
lower supply volumes.
Angus Gidley-Baird
Senior Analyst
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Lamb exports for May (29,540 tonnes swt) are in line with volumes sent in 2018. Volumes to the
Middle East and the US dropped (down 16% and 6% respectively) while volumes to China continue
their increasing trend (up 22% for the month of May YOY). Mutton exports are down (10%) for the
month of May compared to 2018 – the first time they have fallen below 2018 volumes for this year.
Exports to the Middle East are down 41% while volumes to the US are up 18% and to China up 12%.
Sheep live exports out of WA destined for the Middle East (164,093 head) saw a dramatic increase in
May, compared to May 2018, but this reflects the lower volumes in 2018 given the concerns around
live sheep trade and disruption to trade at the time.

What to watch

Sheepmeat

•

Abattoir maintenance programmes – A number of plants will take advantage of the lower lamb
and sheep availability through July to conduct regular maintenance and run reduced volumes.
This will take some demand out of the market, reducing some of the chance of a further uplift in
prices. However, when plants come back online through August, if there is not the volume of new
season lambs coming on to the market, the increase in available slaughter capacity may drive
prices higher.

Prices hit new records while live sheep exports
prep for a break
WA live sheep exports to Middle East jump in
preparation for three-month voluntary suspension
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National harvest underway
Last month marked the kick-off of the Australian cane harvest, with some 1.5m tonnes
crushed as of 23 June. Early season wet weather, coupled with plant issues, have slowed
operations in a number of regions, although a drier July outlook should allow harvest to progress
in the near-future. From a pricing perspective, the nearby ICE #11 has crept back into the
mid-USc 12 to USc 13/lb level – translating into AUD 400/tonne in local terms. Rabobank
continues to forecast upside into late 2019, with Q4 2019 prices anticipated to reach
AUD 440-AUD 450/tonne.
Rabobank’s latest Q2 Sugar Quarterly report highlighted a small (0.6m tonne) global surplus
this season, followed by a 4.2m tonnes deficit in 2019/20. These eroding global supplies next
season form the basis for our bullish outlook in late 2019. However, we may need to be a little
more patient – both heavy physical Indian stocks and Brazilian ‘virtual’ stocks could keep pressure
on the ICE #11 in the next two to three months. ‘Virtual’ stocks refer to new season Brazilian cane
earmarked for ethanol production which could shift into sugar output if prices were to improve –
this shift could occur as prices approach USc 13/lb (the ethanol parity).
Charles Clack
Commodity Analyst
Sugar and Cotton

charles.clack01@rabobank.com

An extension to Indian export subsidies looks questionable, as dryness and a late monsoon
threaten Indian production. While the monsoon is running about a fortnight late, key reservoirs
in the Maharashtra and Karnataka regions appear at their lowest since 2016. This threatens an
even deeper YOY fall in 2019/20 Indian sugar output – a support market factor. Early forecasts put
Indian production at 28m-30m tonnes next season – down 5m-7m tonnes YOY – which will,
slowly, assist in the management of heavy domestic stocks.

What to watch

Sugar

•

Brazil will play an important role in the next few months, as oil price weakness could make
sugar production more attractive. Brazilian sugar production is currently 10% lower this
season but, given the early nature of the season, all could change.

•

Rabobank outlined it’s latest views on the global sugar industry in the Q2 Sugar Quarterly.
You can access the report for yourself here: Rabobank's Q2 Sugar Quarterly.

A positive note for prices as harvest gets
underway
ICE #11 upside & AUD depreciation drive upside
for sugar prices in AUD/tonne terms
unit
ICE #11 USc/lb
AUD/USD
Sugar
AUD/t

Q1'19
12.8
0.71
396

Q2'19
12.3
0.70
386

Q3'19(f)
13.4
0.68
434

Rabobank forecasts a small 0.6m tonne surplus in
2018/29, followed by a 4.2m tonne global deficit
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Brazil will play an important role in the next few months, as oil price weakness could make sugar
production more attractive – a bearish factor is realised.

New crop price jitters
Local cotton prices face a bearish tone, with 2019 values dipping below AUD 570/bale. The move
lower has been driven predominately by ICE#2 futures, now trading at the mid-USc 60/lb levels, as
local basis remains relatively strong – around 1,200-1,300 points. Rabobank outlined our latest
Australian price forecast in June, with expectations for a dip to the AUD 560/bale level in Q4 2019.
Productions risks remain prevalent in the coming two to three months, including the Indian
monsoon and US hurricane season (not mentioning a large speculative short position), which could
drive upside towards AUD 580-AUD 590/bale. However, the six-month price trend – in our view –
remains bearish on incoming global supplies, namely from Brazil and the United States.
Early estimates for the domestic 2019/20 crop are starting to appear, and the results are not
pretty. With the irrigation water situation still very tight in southern Queensland and northern NSW,
irrigated crop prospects look lower again for next season – current outlooks aren’t optimistic for the
Murray-Darling catchment either. Early estimates range from 1.1m-1.8m bales (227kg), down from
2.2m-2.3m bales this season.

Charles Clack
Commodity Analyst
Sugar and Cotton

charles.clack01@rabobank.com

Wet weather across the US has failed to stem new crop plantings, with the USDA confirming 13.7m
acres of planted cotton – down just 0.1m acres since March. This acreage highlights the potential
for a +22m bales 2019/20 crop – the largest since 2005/06 if realised, particularly given very
favourable soil moisture. There are also mounting concerns over US export demand, with a significant
bout of cancellations in June – Turkey and China were, unsurprisingly, the main offenders. Both
factors point towards one outcome – growing US domestic 2019/20 stocks and prolonged pressure
US prices, pending no major weather risks or shifts in global trade flows. For Australia, this futures
weakness should be somewhat muted by ongoing basis strength at +1000 points.

What to watch

Cotton

•

•

Presidents Trump and Xi agreed to resume trade talks during June’s G20 meeting. These talks
are by no means guaranteed to succeed, but markets will be paying attention nonetheless – any
shift in US-China trade could have significant implications for agri markets.
Confidence in the Australian 2019/20 crop is diminishing, with several commentators
suggesting a sub-2m bale crop next season. There is still time for the weather to change this
outlook but, without a winter break, the production outlook currently looks bleak.

Local cotton values face a bearish tone, with
2019 values dipping below AUD 570/bale
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2019/20 prospects for the US look very promising,
with +22m bales in output being a real possibility
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Presidents Trump and Xi agreed to resume trade talks during June’s G20 meeting. These talks are by no means
guaranteed to succeed, but markets will be paying attention nonetheless.

Prices continue to ease
Wool prices continued to fall through June. The EMI fell 9% from AUc 1887/kg on 3 June to AUc
1731/kg on 28 June. Finer microns saw larger falls with 17, 18, 19, and 20 microns falling 9%-10%
while 23 and 25 micron prices remained steady through the month. This led to the unusual
situation at the end of the month where 23 micron wool was trading at a premium to 18 and 19
micron and very close to 17 micron prices.
Trade uncertainty and geopolitical instability and a weakening global economy are all
contributing to a fall in prices. Relative to other fibre prices, wool had performed well through
2017 and 2018, creating one of the largest prices spreads in the last ten years. Since mid to late
2018, oil and cotton prices have fallen and, correspondingly, wool prices have been forced down
as well. With the geopolitical and trade uncertainties continuing it is difficult to see these prices
changing direction in the near future.

Angus Gidley-Baird
Senior Analyst
Animal Protein

The AWTA test data for June show the number of bales (88,340 bales) tested in June was down
25.8% on 2018 volumes. This has resulted in the 2018/19 year being down 11.8% for the number
of bales tested (1.787m bales) with volumes tested for the year at 317,928 tonnes greasy. Dry
conditions obviously had an impact and along with production volumes being down in the 12
months – the average micron was down 0.5 and length down 2.2mm.
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What to watch

Wool

•

Lambing numbers – the 2019/20 lambing season may again lead to another low sheep
production year with anecdotal commentary of low lambing percentages and scanning
rates, particularly through areas of central and northern NSW. The Australian Wool
Production forecast committee forecasts that 2019/20 wool production will be down a
further 4.5% on 2018/19, but the next revision may see this drop further.

Wool prices drop in line with other competing
fibers
Price premiums for finer wools remain tight
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The US – attractive to many
The US wine market continues to attract suppliers, as consumption continues to rise, with the
premium segment still the main arena. Australian wine exports continue to contract in value and
volume to the US but the focus on the premium segment is beginning to flow into a rise in average
values per liter for exports. Both French and New Zealand wine shipments continue to increase in
market share in the US, as do Californian wines, which dominate US volumes. Also, new data shows
that Australia’s area in wine production is higher than historical estimates.
Australian wines remain popular in the US, but increasing competition in the premium segment makes
lifting volumes and value challenging – this is not just an Australian challenge. While wines from
French, New Zealand and Californian origin all gain traction, and shipment volumes continue to rise,
the US market is a highly competitive one in the branded premium space. Australian wines fit well into
the key US varietals sought out by consumers in off-premise sales. According to the Wine Institute and
Nielsen, around 65% of US retail off-premise sales volumes are accounted for by Chardonnay, Cabernet
Sauvignon, Red Blends, Pinot Gris, Merlot and Sauvignon Blanc.
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Assistance in planning on a number of fronts, including vintages and water usage, will come from the
recent scan data released by Wine Australia on the national planted area. Total areas are estimated by
the survey to have grown by around 11,000ha on the previous ABS data from 2014-15. This represents a
positive step in utilising available and emerging technologies to better understand planted areas
outside of traditional voluntary survey methods.
Lastly, high temperatures in Europe and recent rain events in California will heighten interest
leading into the countdown to the Northern Hemisphere 2019 vintage, with lower production out of
South Africa, Australia and New Zealand earlier in the year.

What to watch

Wine

•

Increasing innovation in beverages for direct-toconsumer via online sales in the US – A US-based
start-up, Haus, has released an aperitif beverage via online sales, made from distilled grapes, fresh
herbs and botanicals. It purports to be lower in alcohol than traditional liquors and spirits and is
able to be sold online in the US, falling under the alcohol threshold which restricts direct-toconsumer sales of beverages.

California dreaming
Shipments by supplier to the US wine market, volume
9-litre case equivalent (million)
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Australian wines continue to run against the tide compared to rising shipment volumes in the US for
Californian, French and New Zealand wines, although value per liter is on the rise. Wines of Californian
origin account for over 60% of all volume in the US market in 2018.

Horticulture’s star keeps rising
Consumers around the world seek out better nutrition, and when coupled with a focus on
convenience, premiumisation, dietary changes required in many western countries, and rising
incomes of middle classes in emerging countries, the future looks bright for fresh vegetables, fresh
fruits and tree nuts. These were some of the messages coming out of the Hort Connections
Conference in Melbourne from 24 to 26 June.
Australia’s horticulturalists look well-positioned to enjoy further upside for consumption of their
produce, as the world continues to demand higher volumes of quality fruits, vegetables and tree nuts.
Rising demand for nutritious foods that are less-processed and meet consumer demands in both
developed and developing economies, each with different drivers, is set to continue.
Australia’s recent uplift in fresh fruit and tree nut export receipts has ridden on the coattails of this rising
wave of demand. This story fits well for tree nuts, where continued investment occurs in productive
assets across almonds, pistachios and macadamias in Australia. This is also, of course, occurring in other
key producing nations and a continued watch on how this evolves is important.
Hayden Higgins
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Positive sentiment exists across the Australian macadamia sector in particular as evidenced by both
discussions at recent Australian Macadamia Society grower shed meetings, coupled with continued
investment. While Australia remains China’s key source of imported macadamias, China has
interestingly increased its YOY direct imports of in–shell macadamias from the US in the four months to
April 2019 (+31%). This goes against a 40% drop in 2018 v 2017 and against the run of play of increased
tariffs on US imports and a large drop off in exports to the traditional grey channel, Hong Kong.

What to watch

Horticulture



US – China Trade talks resume – As China and the US approach another round of trade talks, the
outcome is clearly important for trade between the two giants. But it is not just about the US and
China – the outcomes of this struggle are twofold for Australia. Firstly it is of importance for
economies across the Asia Pacific region that are importers of Australian fresh produce and tree
nuts. Secondly, understanding what US horticultural products may be required to be imported in
greater volumes by China under any new deal.

A Little Bit Nuts
US exports to Hong Kong of Macadamia nuts,
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Direct imports of US macadamia nuts YOY January to April 2019 into mainland China buck trade war
tariff barriers and a large correction in 2018 vs 2017, with a reduction in exports to Hong Kong.

Mixed bag for consumer sentiment
Economic conditions for consumers continue to be challenging. There has been a softening of key
indicators for consumer spending. Firstly, Australia’s economy is sluggish. Rabobank is forecasting a
GDP growth of 2.2% in 2019. Secondly, at the core of the problem for the retail sector is limited
improvement in wage growth leading to weak consumer spending. Macroeconomic risks are at the
forefront of consumers’ minds.
The outlook for the global economy has become less rosy. Rabobank has downgraded its economic
forecasts for the global economy. Global GDP growths is forecast at 3.3% in 2019 and again in 2020.
The slower growth in the global economy in 2020 will be broad-based, and the risks to the current
picture have increased.
It is not all doom and gloom for Australian consumers. The election delivered a small bounce in
consumer confidence with a promise of tax cuts. Right now, confidence levels appear to be in a
holding pattern for the time being. The Reserve Bank of Australian (RBA) has swung the axe a multiple
of times on interest rates already with potentially more to come. Australia’s employment data showed
strong growth in jobs for May, but the unemployment rate remained unchanged. Rabobank forecasts
unemployment to rise in 2020. There are also signs that the housing market is starting to stabilise.
A milestone was notched up by Kaufland in June. The German supermarket giant started
construction of its first Australian distribution centre (in Melbourne). This is ahead of plans for it’s first
three stores in Victoria, and planning approval for two sites in South Australia.

What to watch

Consumer
Foods

•

An investment drive to build online from the major food retailers. Woolworths has entered into
a partnership with Marley Spoon. With more and more grocery spend shifting online, all retailers
are looking to for an edge.

•

A refreshed strategy for Coles. Coles unveiled a refreshed strategy at an investor day in June. At
the epicentre of the strategy is sustainability, own brand and online offering. Coles recently
entered into partnership with online grocery platform Ocado. Meanwhile, Coles have announced
plans to source milk direct from farm.

A sluggish local economy
Australian Quarterly GDP Growth (seasonally adjusted)
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Global urea prices to remain stable
Rabobank expects global urea prices to remain stable over the next three months.
Month-on-month, it has been relatively quiet across the nutrient complex. AUD-adjusted global
urea values ex Middle East FOB finished June AUD 3/tonne lower than at the end of May, closing
at AUD 409/tonne. DAP fell some 4 per cent MOM, continuing a downward decline that began in
in October 2018.
Prospects of low demand will continue to hinder the outlook for global urea values. Earlier in the
season, we forecast that the US/China trade war would drive a large planting swing from soy to
corn in the US. Bad flooding ensued. Rabobank expects some 7.4m planned planted acres were
left unplanted. Additionally, of the crop that is planted, good/excellent crop ratings are historically
low, implying there will be less nutrient investment this season. Soy planted area was also
impacted, but not to the same extent.
Wes Lefroy
Agricultural Analyst

In the short term, reduced demand in the US will be offset by the prospect of a new tender from
India and increased sanctions on Iran, which will severely restrict Iranian exports.
Similarly, thin demand and poor weather is behind our expectation for DAP prices to continue to
decline in the three months ahead. An oversupply has been behind falling prices so far this year.

+61 2 8115 2008
wesley.lefroy@rabobank.com

What to Watch
•

Farm Inputs

Local urea shortages – Reports of a urea shortage have surfaced in Southern NSW and Victoria.
Following a poor season last year, a comparatively low number of contracts were taken out by
farmers, preferring a hand-to-mouth purchasing strategy. Healthy rains during May and June
prompted a flurry of orders. Suppliers were quickly short of product with an eight-week lag time
between an order and a ship arriving. In some cases, prices have also risen as a result of short
supplies. If healthy rains continue, ordering early will be favourable to avoid any further price rises.

Year-to-date urea imports are on par with 2018
AUD-adjusted global FOB prices
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AUD gains a little – likely not for long
We maintain our forecast for the AUD to reach USc 66 within 12 months, as Australia cuts rates
faster and earlier than the US.
In the US, the chances of a rate cut in 2019 are rising, although we still expect a full-blown cutting
cycle to wait till 2020. Recent economic data has been disappointing and the US-China trade war
remains a huge downside risk. The more bearish tone in the June monetary policy statement from the
Federal Reserve, and the revision of the ‘dot plot’ expectation of its members, support our expectation
of the first rate cut as soon as its next meeting (30-31 July). We think that one cut will not be enough to
avoid a recession in 2020, with more cuts to follow next year as a result.

Tim Hunt

Meanwhile, Australian rates are being slashed. The RBA shaved 25 basis points off the OCR in early
June and another 25 basis points on 2nd July. This brought the OCR to a record low of 1.0 percent. RBA
members agreed that further improvement in the labour market would be required for wages growth
and inflation to rise to levels consistent with the medium-term inflation target. We think more cuts are
coming, and that QE will eventually make its appearance too.

Head of Food &
Agribusiness Research,
Australia & New Zealand

The AUD was trading at just above USc 70 on 1 July – up one US cent on a month prior. We feel the
market has not yet factored in what we assume will be several rate cuts in this cycle.

+61 3 9940 8406

Rabobank forecasts the AUD to hit USc 66 by June 2020.

tim.hunt@rabobank.com

What to watch

FX

•

The RMB. A slowing Chinese economy, and questions over whether China has enough FX
reserves should the trade war re-escalate are raising obvious concerns over the sustainability of
the current value of the RMB. Meanwhile, the Peoples Bank of China has recently begun
discussing that there is no magical ‘7’ red line for the USD/RMB. We expect the RMB to pierce
through the psychological level of RMB 7 to the USD and weaken to 7.5 by June 2020.

AUD regains one US cent through June
Australian/US dollar cross rate
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We expect a speedy recovery
Rabobank expects that Brent crude prices will bounce back quickly to near USD 75/bbl during the
third quarter. The market lost a lot of ground during June, falling from USD 72.6/bbl in late May to
USD 60/bbl in the second week of June as the market ‘priced in’ a slow down in demand. We believe
the price fell lower than was warranted by the data.
Our outlook for Brent Crude remains bullish. We are fast approaching the IMO 2020, a fuel spec
change for the global shipping industry, which we expect will bring support to refinery. Supply
remains tight; OPEC production remains at multi-year lows, and US sanctions are crippling production
in Iran and Venezuela. Geo-political risk remains elevated, which may bring some short-term supply
shocks.
The Baltic dry index was up 16 percent during June, and has now doubled since hitting three-year
lows in February.
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